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Abstract
In this paper we study the approximation of eigenvalues arising from
the mixed Hellinger–Reissner elasticity problem by using a simple finite
element introduced recently in [15]. We prove that the method converge
when a residual type error estimator is considered and that the estimator
decays optimally with respect to the number of degrees of freedom. The
analogue of a postprocessing technique introduced in [13] is discussed and
tested numerically.
1 Introduction
In this paper we introduce, discuss, and analyze a finite element scheme for the
approximation of the eigenmodes associated with linear elasticity.
We consider a simple elasticity finite element introduced recently in [15],
which is a modification of the Hu–Zhang element [16]. In the framework of the
mixed Hellinger–Reissner elasticity problem, the Hu–Zhang element approxi-
mates the stresses with continuous symmetric polynomials of degree k enriched
by H(div) symmetric bubbles of degree k. The displacements are approximated
by discontinuous polynomials of degree k − 1 in each component.
A key property for the analysis of adaptive schemes is the nestedness of the
finite element spaces: i.e., the standard analysis uses the fact that if Th is a
refinement of TH , then the finite element spaces defined on TH are contained in
those built on Th. Since this property is not satisfied by the original Hu–Zhang
element, in [15] a modification of the element has been introduced in order to
guarantee the nestedness of the spaces after refinements based on newest vertex
bisection.
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The aim of our analysis is to extend the results of [15] to the corresponding
eigenvalue problem. By combining the abstract theory of [4] and [7] with the
results of [1] we can prove that a residual type error estimator η can drive an
adaptive scheme in such a way that η decays optimally in terms of the number
of degrees of freedom. Moreover, we discuss the application of a postprocessing
technique introduced in [13] in order to improve the rate of convergence of the
scheme.
2 Elasticity eigenvalue problem and its discretiza-
tion
2.1 Continuous problem
Given a bounded Lipschitz polygonal domain Ω ⊂ R2, we define Σ := {τ ∈
H(div,Ω; S), where S denotes the space of symmetric 2× 2 matrices, and V :=
L2(Ω;R2).
The mixed formulation of the elasticity eigenvalue problem seeks (λ, σ, u) ∈
R× Σ× V with ‖u‖L2 = 1 that solve
(Aσ, τ) + (div τ, u) = 0 for all τ ∈ Σ,
(div σ, v) = −(λu, v) for all v ∈ V.
(1)
We assume that the compliance tensor A is in L∞(S, S) and positive definite
uniformly in Ω. Thanks to the regularity assumption on the domain the problem
is associated with a compact solution operator. It is then well known that the
eigenvalues can be numbered in an increasing order as follows:
0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ3 ≤ · · · ;
we denote the corresponding eigenfunctions by {(σ1, u1), (σ2, u2), . . . }.
2.2 Discretization
We are going to use the extended stress space on adaptive meshes introduced
in [15]. The finite element space is constructed locally on the actual elements
without the use of a reference configuration and depends on the refinements;
more precisely, the stresses are augmented by suitable shape functions in a
neighborhood of the new vertices introduced by the adaptive algorithm.
Given an initial shape-regular triangulation T0 of Ω into triangles, let Th de-
note a refinement of T0 after a finite number of successive bisections of triangles
by the newest vertex bisection strategy. Given K ∈ Th, let Pk(K;X) denote as
the space of polynomials of degree ≤ k, taking value in the finite-dimensional
vector space X . The range space X will be either S, R2 or R.
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Let us fix the polynomial degree k ≥ 3. We recall the discrete stress space
Σ˜h and the displacement space Vh from [14, 16]
Σ˜h :={τ ∈ Σ : τ = τc + τb, τc ∈ H
1(Ω; S), τc|K ∈ Pk(K; S),
τb|K ∈ Σ∂K,k,b for all K ∈ Th},
Vh :={v ∈ L
2(Ω;R2) : v|K ∈ Pk−1(K;R
2) for all K ∈ Th},
(2)
where the full H(div,K; S) bubble function space consisting of polynomials of
degree ≤ k is
Σ∂K,k,b := {τ ∈ Pk(K; S), τν|∂K = 0}
with the outward unit normal ν of ∂K.
Remark 1. Functions in Σ˜h are continuous at the vertices of Th and only
H(div) conforming along the edges. For this reason the stress spaces are not
nested after mesh refinements. This is the main motivation for the introduction
of a suitable modification in [15], where the continuity is relaxed at the vertices
added by the adaptive refinement.
Let V0 denote the set of all vertices of T0. Let Vh (resp. Vh,0) denote the
set of all (resp. internal) vertices of Th. The newest-vertex bisection creates
each new vertex x ∈ Vh,0 \ V0 as a midpoint of an old edge e associated with a
tangential vector tx and normal vector νx of e; the set of elements meeting at
x is split into two patches ω+
x
and ω−
x
by the edge e, namely
ω+
x
=
⋃
{K | K ∈ Th,x ∈ K, (mid(K)− x) · νx > 0},
ω−
x
=
⋃
{K | K ∈ Th,x ∈ K, (mid(K)− x) · νx < 0},
where mid(K) is the barycenter of K.
Let φx denote the nodal basis at x of the Lagrange element of order k and
define the space
Eh := span
x∈Vh,0\V0
{φx|ω+x txt
T
x
, φx|ω−x txt
T
x
},
where the span is taken over all newly added vertices x along the internal edges.
Then the extended stress space Σh in [15, Section 3.1] is defined as
Σh := Σ˜h + Eh.
It is proved in [15, Theorem 3.2] that if Th is a refinement of TH then
ΣH ⊂ Σh.
The discretization of (1) seeks (λh, σh, uh) ∈ R× Σh × Vh with ‖uh‖L2 = 1
such that
(Aσh, τh) + (div τh, uh) = 0 for all τh ∈ Σh,
(div σh, vh) = −(λhuh, vh) for all vh ∈ Vh.
(3)
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The discrete eigenvalues can be enumerated as
0 < λh,1 ≤ λh,2 ≤ · · · ≤ λh,N(h)
with corresponding eigenfunctions {(σh,1, uh,1), · · · , (σh,N(h), uh,N(h))}, where
N(h) = dim(Vh).
The a priori convergence of the discrete eigenmodes to the continuous one is a
consequence of the error estimates proved in [15, 16]. Indeed, from Theorem 3.1
and Remark 3.2 of [16] the following theorem can be proved.
Theorem 1. Let λ = λi = . . . λi+m−1 be an eigenvalue of (1) of multi-
plicity m and let us denote by G the m-dimensional eigenspace spanned by
{ui, . . . , ui+m−1} and by F the space spanned by {σi, . . . σi+m−1}. Let Gh denote
the space spanned by the corresponding discrete eigenfunctions {uh,i, . . . , uh,i+m−1}
and let us define
εh = sup
(u,σ)∈G×F
‖(u,σ)‖
L2×H(div)=1
min
(vh,τh)∈Vh×Σh
(‖u− vh‖L2 + ‖σ − τh‖H(div)).
Then
|λ− λh,j | ≤ Cε
2
h j = i, . . . i+m− 1
δ(G,Gh) ≤ Cεh,
where δ(A,B) denotes the gap between the subspaces A and B.
In the rest of this paper, Th will denote an arbitrary refinement of a fixed
mesh TH , while Tℓ refers to the sequence designed by that adaptive procedure.
The eigenmode approximation (λ, σ, u) will be indicated by (λκ, σκ, uκ) where
κ may be H , h or ℓ, respectively.
2.3 Error estimator and adaptive method
In order to keep the notation as simple as possible, we consider the approxi-
mation of an eigenvalue λ of (1) of multiplicity equal to one. A corresponding
eigenfunction is denoted by (σ, u) and the eigenspace by E. More general situ-
ations need appropriate modifications in the spirit of [1, 12].
Let Eh (resp. Eh(Ω) and Eh(∂Ω)) denote the collection of all (resp. interior
and boundary) element edges of Th. For any triangle K ∈ Th, let E(K) denote
the set of its edges and let hK := |K|
1/2 with h := maxK∈T hK . For any edge
e ∈ Eh, let he := |e| and let te denote the unit tangential vector and let νe := t⊥e
denote the unit normal vector. The jump [w]e of w across edge e = K1 ∩ K2
reads [w]e := (w|K1)|e − (w|K2)|e. Particularly, if e ∈ Eh(∂Ω), [w]e := w|e. The
scheme is based on the local error estimator
η2(Th,K) := h
4
K‖ curl curl(Aσh)‖
2
L2(K)
+
∑
e∈E(K)
(
hK‖Je,1‖
2
L2(e) + h
3
K‖Je,2‖
2
L2(e)
)
+ h2K ‖Aσh − ǫ(uh)‖
2
L2(K) +
∑
e∈E(K)
hK ‖[uh]e‖
2
L2(e)
(4)
4
with
Je,1 :=


[
(Aσh)te · te
]
e
if e ∈ Eh(Ω),(
(Aσh)te · te
)∣∣
e
if e ∈ Eh(∂Ω),
Je,2 :=


[
curl(Aσh) · te
]
e
if e ∈ Eh(Ω),(
curl(Aσh) · te − ∂te
(
(AσH)te · νe
))∣∣
e
if e ∈ Eh(∂Ω).
As usual we define the global error estimator η2(Th) :=
∑
K∈Th
η2(Th, T )
and, given any M⊆ Th, we define η
2(Th,M) :=
∑
K∈M η
2(Th,K).
The adaptive scheme adopts then the standard SOLVE–ESTIMATE–MARK–
REFINE strategy with Do¨rfler marking corresponding to a bulk parameter
θ ∈ (0, 1) (where θ = 1 means uniform refinement and θ = 0 means no refine-
ment). The usual structure of the algorithm (after ℓ ∈ N levels of refinement)
is as follows.
Solve: compute the discrete solution (λℓ, σℓ, uℓ) on the mesh Tℓ.
Estimate: compute the local contributions of the error estimator η2(Tℓ).
Mark: choose a minimal subset Mℓ ⊂ Tℓ such that θη2(Tℓ) ≤ η2(Mℓ)
Refine: generate a new triangulation Tℓ+1 (by the newest vertex bisection
algorithm) as the smallest refinement of Tℓ satisfyingMℓ∩Tℓ+1 = ∅.
The convergence of the adaptive scheme is usually analyzed in the frame-
work of nonlinear approximation classes. Given an initial triangulation T0, the
best convergence rate s ∈ (0,+∞) for the approximation of a space W is char-
acterized in terms of
|W |As = sup
N∈N
Ns inf
T ∈T (N)
δ(W,WT ),
where T (N) is the set of triangulations obtained by T0 after adding at most N
elements, WT is an approximation of W on the mesh T , and δ(A,B) is the gap
between A and B. In particular, |W |As < +∞ if δ(W,WT ) = O(N
−s) for an
optimal triangulation in T (N).
The next theorem contains the main result of this paper: it states that the
error estimators goes to zero optimally with respect to the number of degrees
of freedom.
Theorem 2. Let s ∈ (0,+∞) be such that supN∈N0(1+N)
smin η(T (N)) < +∞
Provided that the meshsize of the initial mesh T0 and the bulk parameter θ are
small enough, the output of the adaptive algorithm satisfies
sup
ℓ∈N0
(1 + |Tℓ| − |T0|)
sη(Tℓ) ≈ sup
N∈N0
(1 +N)smin η(T (N)).
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In the statement of Theorem 2 we follow the approach of [4], where sufficient
conditions (axioms) for the convergence of the error estimator are considered.
If the eigenspace E corresponding to λ satisfies |E|As < +∞, then the optimal
convergence of the actual error could then be obtained as a second step by
using the efficiency of the error estimator. The interested reader is referred
to [4, Section 4.1] for more links between these results.
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the following three propositions, see
[4, 7], which we are going to prove in the next section. In order to simplify
the notation, from now on we omit the subscript for the L2 norm which will
be denoted simply by ‖ · ‖ and we denote by ‖ · ‖A the norm associated with
the scalar product induced by the compliance matrix (A·, ·). Analogously, we
continue to use the notation (·, ·) to indicate the L2 scalar product in the whole
domain Ω.
Proposition 1 (discrete-reliability). There exists a constant Cdrel and a func-
tion ρdrel(H) tending to zero, such that, for a sufficiently fine mesh TH and for
all its refinements Th, it holds that
‖σh − σH‖A + ‖uh − uH‖ ≤ Cdrelη(TH , TH \ Th)
+ ρdrel(H)(‖σh − σH‖A + ‖uh − uH‖).
Proposition 2 (quasi-orthogonality). There exists a function ρqo(h) tending
to zero as h goes to zero, such that
‖σh − σH‖
2
A + ‖uh − uH‖
2 ≤ ‖σ − σH‖
2
A + ‖u− uH‖
2 − ‖σ − σh‖
2
A − ‖u− uh‖
2
+ ρqo(h)(‖σ − σh‖
2
A + ‖u− uh‖
2 + ‖σ − σH‖
2
A + ‖u− uH‖
2).
Proposition 3 (contraction). If the initial mesh T0 is sufficiently fine, then
there exist constants β > 0 and 0 < γ < 1 such that the term
ξ2ℓ := η
2(Tℓ) + β(‖σℓ − σℓ+1‖
2
A + ‖uℓ − uℓ+1‖
2
)
satisfies for all integers ℓ
ξ2ℓ+1 ≤ γξ
2
ℓ .
2.4 Proofs
This section starts with some error estimates for the approximation of Prob-
lem (3). The first one is a superconvergence estimate.
Lemma 1. Let (λ, σ, u) solve (1) and let (λh, σh, uh) solve (3). There exists a
function ρsc(h) tending to zero as h→ 0 such that
‖Phu− uh‖ ≤ ρsc(h)(‖σ − σh‖A + ‖u− uh‖) (5)
where Ph denotes the L
2 projection onto Vh.
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Proof. This result is standard in the framework of mixed problems [10] and it
has been extended to eigenvalue problems in [1, Proposition 6.5] for the standard
mixed finite elements for the mixed Poisson problem and in [13, Thm 3.5] for
Arnold–Winther mixed finite elements.
The following relations between the error in the eigenvalues and the eigen-
functions is a common tool for the analysis of mixed schemes (see [11, Lemma 4])
λ− λh = ‖σ − σh‖
2
A − λh ‖u− uh‖
2
,
λh − λH = ‖σh − σH‖
2
A − λH ‖uh − uH‖
2
.
(6)
From the a priori error estimates for ‖σ − σh‖A and ‖u− uh‖ we then obtain
the existence of ρ0(H) tending to zero as H goes to zero such that
|λh − λH | ≤ ρ0(H)(‖σh − σH‖A + ‖uh − uH‖). (7)
The following auxiliary problem will be useful for the next results: Find (σ̂H , ûH) ∈
ΣH × VH such that
(Aσ̂H , τH) + (div τH , ûH) = 0 for all τH ∈ ΣH ,
(div σ̂H , vH) = −(λhuh, vH) for all vH ∈ VH .
(8)
The next two lemmas are the analogous of Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 of [2]
and can obtained with obvious modification of the corresponding proofs.
Lemma 2. Let (σH , uH) ∈ ΣH ×VH solve (3) on the mesh TH and (σ̂H , ûH) ∈
ΣH × VH solve (8) on the same mesh. There exists ρ1(H) tending to zero as H
goes to zero such that
‖σH − σ̂H‖A + ‖uH − ûH‖ ≤ C ‖ûH − PHuh‖+ ρ1(H)(‖σh − σH‖A + ‖uh − uH‖).
(9)
Lemma 3. Let (σh, uh) ∈ Σh × Vh solve (3) and (σ̂H , ûH) ∈ ΣH × VH solve
(8). Then for H small enough, there exists ǫ > 0 only depending on Ω such that
‖ûH − PHuh‖ ≤ CH
ǫ(‖σh − σH‖A + ‖uh − uH‖).
Proof of Proposition 1. We first estimate the term ‖σh − σH‖A. Introduce the
auxiliary solution (ζh, rh) ∈ Σh × Vh of
(Aζh, τh) + (div τh, rh) = 0 for all τh ∈ Σh,
(div ζh, vh) = (div(σh − σ̂H), vh) for all vh ∈ Vh,
(10)
where σ̂H was defined in (8). Since div(σh−σ̂H−ζh) = 0, the discrete Helmholtz
decomposition [15, Lemma 3.6] shows that there exists φh ∈ H2(Ω) in the
extended Argyris finite element space [6] such that
σh − σH = curl curlφh + ζh + σ̂H − σH .
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Lemma 2 and 3 show that there exists ρ0(H) tending to zeros as H goes to zero
such that
‖σ̂H − σH‖A ≤ Cρ0(H)(‖σh − σH‖A + ‖uh − uH‖). (11)
Since (Aζh, curl curlφh) = 0, it holds
‖curl curlφh‖A ≤ C(‖σh − σH‖A + ρ0(H) ‖uh − uH‖).
The choice τh = curl curlφh in (3) shows
‖curl curlφh‖
2
A = (A(σh − σ̂H), curl curlφh) = −(Aσ̂H , curl curlφh)
= −(A(σ̂H − σH), curl curlφh)− (AσH , curl curlφh).
It has been proven in [15] that
−(AσH , curl curlφh) ≤ Cη1(TH , TH \ Th) ‖curl curlφh‖A , (12)
where η21(TH , TH \ Th) =
∑
K∈TH\Th
η21(TH ,K) is the error estimator from [9],
that is,
η21(TH ,K) := h
4
K‖ curl curl(AσH)‖
2
L2(K) +
∑
e∈E(K)
(
hK‖Je,1‖
2
L2(e) + h
3
K‖Je,2‖
2
L2(e)
)
.
It remains to estimate ‖ζh‖A. Since div ζh = λhuh− PH(λhuh), the L
2 best
approximation [5, Thm 5.1] shows
‖ζh‖A ≤ CH ‖λhuh − PH(λhuh)‖ ≤ CH ‖uh − uH‖ .
The combination of the previous estimates lead to
‖σh − σH‖A ≤ C
(
η1(TH , TH \ Th) + (ρ0(H) +H)(‖σh − σH‖A + ‖uh − uH‖)
)
.
(13)
The second step is to analyze ‖uh − uH‖. Adding and subtracting PHuh
and ûH we have
uh − uH = (PHuh − ûH) + (ûH − uH)− (PHuh − uh). (14)
Lemma 2 and 3 show that
‖PHuh − ûH‖+ ‖ûH − uH‖ ≤ Cρ0(H)(‖σh − σH‖A + ‖uh − uH‖). (15)
It remains to estimate PHuh − uh. Given any K ∈ TH \ Th, since PHuh − uh is
zero mean valued on K, there exists τ ∈ H10 (K, S) such that div τ = PHuh−uh
and ‖τ‖H1(K) ≤ C ‖PHuh − uh‖. Since (PHuh, div τ) = (PHuh, PHuh−uh) = 0
and PH div τ = PH(PHuh − uh) = 0, we have
(PHuh − uh, PHuh − uh)L2(K) = (PHuh − uh, div τ)L2(K)
= −(uh, div τ)L2(K) = −(uh, Ph div τ)L2(K)
= −(uh, Ph div τ − PH div τ)L2(K).
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We can extend τ by zero to Ω, so that we have
(PHuh − uh, PHuh − uh)L2(K) = (uh, PH div τ − Ph div τ).
Let Πh (resp. ΠH) denote the interpolation presented in [14, Remark 3.1] with
respect to the mesh Th (resp. TH), which satisfies Ph div τ = divΠhτ (resp.
PH div τ = divΠHτ).
We will also use later on that Πhτ |K = ΠHτ |K for any K ∈ TH ∩ Th.
Then, using the properties of the interpolation, the nestedness of the spaces,
and the variational formulation, we have
(PHuh − uh, PHuh − uh)L2(K) = (uh, PH div τ − Ph div τ)
= (uh, div(ΠH −Πh)τ)
= (Aσh, (Πh −ΠH)τ)
Adding and subtracting suitable quantities, we are led to the sum of the follow-
ing three terms
‖PHuh − uh‖
2
L2(K) = (A(σh − σH), (Πh −ΠH)τ)
+ (AσH − ǫH(uH), (Πh −ΠH)τ)
+ (ǫH(uH), (Πh −ΠH)τ),
(16)
where ǫH denotes the piecewise symmetric gradient on the mesh TH .
The first term is bounded by CH ‖σh − σH‖A ‖PHuh − uh‖. The second
term is bounded by
(AσH − ǫH(uH), (Πh −ΠH)τ)
≤C
( ∑
K∈TH\Th
h2K ‖AσH − ǫ(uH)‖
2
L2(K)
)1/2
‖PHuh − uh‖ .
For the last term, an integration by parts shows
(ǫH(uH), (Πh −ΠH)τ) =
∑
e∈EH
∫
e
(Πh −ΠH)τνe · [uH ]e ds
≤ C
( ∑
K∈TH\Th
∑
e∈E(K)
hK ‖[uH ]e‖
2
L2(e)
)1/2
‖PHuh − uh‖ .
The previous estimates applied in (16) and (14)–(15) lead to
‖uh − uH‖ ≤C
(( ∑
K∈TH\Th
(
h2K ‖AσH − ǫ(uH)‖
2
L2(K) +
∑
e∈E(K)
hK ‖[uH ]e‖
2
L2(e)
))1/2
+ (ρ0(H) +H)(‖σh − σH‖A + ‖uh − uH‖)
)
.
(17)
A combination of (13) and (17) concludes the proof.
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Proof of Proposition 2. We have by direct computation that
‖σh − σH‖
2
A = ‖σ − σH‖
2
A − ‖σ − σh‖
2
A − 2(A(σ − σh), σh − σH),
‖uh − uH‖
2
= ‖u− uH‖
2 − ‖u− uh‖
2 − 2(Phu− uh, uh − uH).
The combination of (1) and (3) implies
(A(σ − σh), σh − σH) = −(div(σh − σH), u − uh)
= (λhuh − λHuH , u− uh)
= (λhuh − λHuH , Phu− uh).
Lemma 1 and (6) show
(A(σ − σh), σh − σH) + (Phu− uh, uh − uH)
= (λhuh − λHuH , Phu− uh) + (uh − uH , Phu− uh)
≤ (|λh − λH |+ (1 + λH) ‖uh − uH‖) ‖Phu− uh‖
≤ (‖σh − σH‖
2
A + λH ‖uh − uH‖
2
+ (1 + λH) ‖uh − uH‖) · ρsc(h)(‖σ − σh‖A + ‖u− uh‖).
This concludes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 3. The contraction property is quite standard in the frame-
work of adaptive schemes. It is a consequence of the following error estimator
reduction property: there exist constants β1 ∈ (0,∞) and γ1 ∈ (0, 1) such that,
if Tℓ+1 is the refinement of Tℓ generated by the adaptive scheme, then it holds
that
η2(Tℓ+1) ≤ γ1η
2(Tℓ) + β1(‖σℓ − σℓ+1‖
2
A + ‖uℓ − uℓ+1‖
2
).
3 Local reconstruction
In this section we show how to apply the procedure presented in [13] to our
approximate solution. Since the analysis of [13] can be carried over directly with
the natural modifications to our situation, we limit ourselves to the description
of what can be done. The aim is to construct locally an eigenfunction u∗h that
can be used both for the definition of a postprocessed eigenvalue λ∗h and for the
design of a new error estimator.
For m ≥ k + 1 we define
V ∗h = {v ∈ L
2(Ω) | v|K ∈ Pm(K;R
2) for all K ∈ Th}.
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Given a pair of functions (σh, uh) ∈ Σh×Uh, on each K ∈ Th we set PK = Ph|K
and we define u∗h ∈ V
∗
h as a solution of the system
Pku
∗
h = uh,
(ǫ(u∗h), ǫ(vh))L2(K) = (Aσh, ǫ(v))L2(K) for all v ∈ (I − PK)V
∗
h |K .
(18)
This postprocessing has been used in [8, 9] for the source problem.
If (u∗h, u
∗
h) 6= 0 we can define the postprocessed eigenvalue as the value of
the Rayleigh quotient of the postprocessed eigenfunction
λ∗h = −
(div σh, u
∗
h)
(u∗h, u
∗
h)
.
It is then possible in a natural way to define an error indicator based on the
postprocessed solution as follows
η2∗ := ‖Aσh − ǫh(u
∗
h)‖
2
+
∑
K∈Th
h2K ‖λ
∗
hu
∗
h + div σh‖
2
L2(K) +
∑
e∈Eh
h−1e ‖[u
∗
h]e‖
2
L2(e) .
The following result expresses a reliability estimate and can be obtained as
in [13, Thm 5.3]
Proposition 4. The postprocessed eigenfunction u∗h satisfies the following reli-
ability estimate:
‖σ − σh‖A + ‖ǫh(u− u
∗
h)‖ ≤ C(η∗ + Y)
where Y is the higher order term
Y :=
( ∑
K∈Th
h2K ‖λu− λ
∗
hu
∗
h‖
2
L2(K)
)1/2
+ λh ‖u− u
∗
h‖+ |λ− λh|.
4 Numerical results
We conclude this paper with some numerical results of k = 3.
Consider the L-shaped domain with Ω = (−1, 1)2 \ [0, 1]2. Let Aσ =
1
2ν (σ −
1
2 (trσ)δ) with ν = 1, which corresponds with a Stokes problem. We
are interested in the approximation of the first (singular) eigenvalue; we com-
puted a reference solution with generalized Taylor–Hood element of order five
on a uniform refinement of the last mesh that we obtained with our adaptive
scheme. The obtained value is λ = 32.13269464746.
In Figure 4 we report on the same plot all the obtained results. We compare
the error |λ− λℓ| and the error of the postprocessed solution |λ − λ∗ℓ | by using
both the residual estimator η from Section 2.3 and the estimator based on the
postprocessed solution η∗ from Section 3 in the adaptive algorithm. we can
see that the error |λ − λℓ| is smaller by using η∗, while the postprocessed error
|λ − λ∗ℓ | is almost the same. It can be appreciated that in general the error
corresponding to the postprocessed solution is smaller that the original one.
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Figure 1: Convergence history of the adaptive scheme for different choices of
error estimator and error quantity
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